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DBA xPress provides next-generation SQL tools specifically tailored for performance and ease of use
when architecting or administering large Microsoft ® SQL Server database systems.

·    Visually navigate your databases 
·    Visualize your schema dependencies 
·    Compare, synchronize, script & navigate schemas with ease 
·    Compare and synchronize data elements of SQL Server databases 
·    Animated graphing tool which allows you to easily visualize complex schemas
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Setup Instructions

Setup Instructions
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By installing Pragmatic Workbench, you are installing all features of BI xPress, DBA xPress, and DOC
xPress. However, the features will only become available if you have purchased a license for the product
you are trying to use.

1.    After ensuring you meet the Hardware and Software Requirements, open the installer. 

2.    If you do not wish to send feature usage statistics, uncheck the box "Send feature usage statistics to
Pragmatic Works."

3.    Make sure to read the License terms and conditions before checking "I agree to the License terms
and conditions". Once you have agreed, click "Next".



  
4.    Select the type of installation you wish to perform. 

1.    If you select "Custom", go to Step 5.
2.    If you select "Typical", go to Step 6. 

5.    On the "Custom" installation page, you may select which features to install or leave out. After making
your selections, click "Install".

 Important Note:

By expanding BI xPress you may choose which version(s) of Visual Studio our add-in will be compatible
with on your machine. You may also choose to include DBA xPress, DOC xPress, LegiTest and the
optional prerequisites for DOC xPress and BI xPress' BI Compare.



6.    The installation progress view will appear.



7.    If you chose "Typical" install in step 4 or opted to install the optional prerequisites*, you will see the
following components request to be installed from the Microsoft ® site:

o    Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86
o    Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x64
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x64
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x64

 Important Note:

These components are "Optional Prerequisites" because Pragmatic Workbench will work without them.
However, DOC xPress and BI Compare (a feature within BI xPress) do require them to be installed in
order to document and compare SSAS and SQL Server database objects.

8.    After each component, the Workbench installer will continue. If any error messages appear during
the installation of these components, please reference their error message against Microsoft's support
site for resolution.

 



9.    When the installer finishes running, you will be presented with this confirmation page. The "See
what's new" button will direct you to our Release Notes, you also have the option to close the installer
(click "Finish") or begin using Workbench ("Run").
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Hardware Requirements

The following memory and processor requirements apply to all editions of DBA xPress:

Component
Requirements

Minimum Recommended

Memory 4 GB At least 8 GB

Processor Speed 1.4 GHz 2.0 GHz or faster

Processor Type Not Applicable

·    AMD Opteron

·    AMD Athlon 64

·    Intel Xeon with Intel EM64T support

·    Intel Pentium IV with EM64T support

 Important Note:

Hardware requirements can vary based on workloads and other processes.

Running DBA xPress on a virtual machine will be slower than running natively because of the overhead
of virtualization.
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Software Requirements

Before installing Workbench, make sure you meet the following system requirements:
·    SQL Server Integration Services 2005, 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, 2014, 2016
·    BIDS 2005, 2008, 2008 R2 (Business Intelligence Development Studio) or SSDT 2010, 2012, 2014,

2016 (SQL Server Data Tools)
·    Microsoft ® .NET 3.5 with Service Pack 1
·    Microsoft ® .NET 4.0
·    Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (2017 Providers only)
·    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86

The following operating systems are supported by Workbench:
·    64-bit (x64) Operating Systems:

o    Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 2) *
o    Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2)
o    Windows Server 2008 R2
o    Windows Server 2012
o    Windows Server 2016
o    Windows 7
o    Windows 8
o    Windows 10

·    32-bit (x86) Operating Systems:
o    Windows XP (at least Service Pack 3) *
o    Windows Server 2003 (at least Service Pack 3) *
o    Windows Vista (at least Service Pack 2)
o    Windows Server 2008 R2
o    Windows Server 2012
o    Windows 7
o    Windows 8
o    Windows 10

 Important Note:

Windows XP and Server 2003 have been deprecated from full support. Any issues encountered on
either Windows XP or Server 2003 must be reproducible on newer versions of Windows to be eligible for
support.

System Requirements for other Workbench products:
The following prerequisites are required to enable some features within BI xPress and DOC
xPress:
·    64-bit Operating Systems:

o    Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x64
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x64
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x64
o    Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86

·    32-bit Operating Systems:
o    Microsoft ® System CLR Types for Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86

http://download.microsoft.com/download/F/E/D/FEDB200F-DE2A-46D8-B661-D019DFE9D470/ENU/x86/SQLDOM.MSI
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x64/SQLSysClrTypes.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x64/SharedManagementObjects.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x64/SQL_AS_AMO.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/F/E/D/FEDB200F-DE2A-46D8-B661-D019DFE9D470/ENU/x64/SQLDOM.MSI
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SQLSysClrTypes.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SharedManagementObjects.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SQL_AS_AMO.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/F/E/D/FEDB200F-DE2A-46D8-B661-D019DFE9D470/ENU/x86/SQLDOM.MSI
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SQLSysClrTypes.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SharedManagementObjects.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SQL_AS_AMO.msi


o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Transact-SQL ScriptDom x86

·    Providers:
o    Hive:

§    64-bit Operating Systems:
·    64-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver
·    32-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver

§    32-bit Operating Systems:
·    32-bit HortonWorks Hive ODBC Driver

o    Oracle:
§    64-bit Operating Systems:

·    64-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) 12c
o    64-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into the GAC

·    32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools
for Visual Studio 12c

o    32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into the GAC
§    32-bit Operating Systems:

·    32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle Developer Tools
for Visual Studio 12c

o    32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into the GAC

o    SQL:
§    64-bit Operating Systems:

·    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
·    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86

§    32-bit Operating Systems:
·    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86

o    SSAS:
§    Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (Required by SSAS 2017 Only)
§    64-bit Operating Systems:

·    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x64
·    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86

§    32-bit Operating Systems:
·    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Analysis Management Objects x86

§    SSAS Azure Analysis Services:
·    Microsoft Azure Analysis Services Client Libraries

o    SSIS:
§    Microsoft ® .NET 4.5 (Required by SSIS 2017 Only)
§    Each version of SQL Server Integration Services (2008 R2 or above) that the user

wishes to document.
§    SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio.
§    Any Third-Party Products (Connection Managers, Tasks, Components, et cetera) that

are used within the SSIS Package(s)

o    SSRS:
§    At least one version of SQL Server Reporting Services (2008 R2 or above) that the

user wishes to document.
§    SQL Server Data Tools or Business Intelligence Development Studio.
§    Support provided for the following report locations:

·    File System: SQL Server 2005 and above
·    Native Web Services: SQL Server 2008 R2 and above
·    SharePoint Web Service: SQL Server 2008 R2 and above

http://download.microsoft.com/download/F/E/D/FEDB200F-DE2A-46D8-B661-D019DFE9D470/ENU/x86/SQLDOM.MSI
http://public-repo-1.hortonworks.com/HDP/hive-odbc/2.0.5.1005/windows/HortonworksHiveODBC64.msi
http://public-repo-1.hortonworks.com/HDP/hive-odbc/2.0.5.1005/windows/HortonworksHiveODBC32.msi
http://download.oracle.com/otn/other/ole-oo4o/ODAC121021_x64.zip
http://public-repo-1.hortonworks.com/HDP/hive-odbc/2.0.5.1005/windows/HortonworksHiveODBC32.msi
http://download.oracle.com/otn/other/ole-oo4o/ODAC121021_x64.zip
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x64/SharedManagementObjects.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SharedManagementObjects.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SharedManagementObjects.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x64/SQL_AS_AMO.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SQL_AS_AMO.msi
http://download.microsoft.com/download/4/B/1/4B1E9B0E-A4F3-4715-B417-31C82302A70A/ENU/x86/SQL_AS_AMO.msi


o    Informatica PowerCenter:
§    If connecting to a SQL Repository: 

·    64-bit Operating Systems:
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x64
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86

·    32-bit Operating Systems:
o    Microsoft ® SQL Server ® 2012 Shared Management Objects x86

§    If connecting to an Oracle Repository:
·    64-bit Operating Systems:

o    64-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) 12c
§    64-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into

the GAC
o    32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle

Developer Tools for Visual Studio 12c
§    32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into

the GAC
·    32-bit Operating Systems:

o    32-bit Oracle Data Access Components (ODAC) with Oracle
Developer Tools for Visual Studio 12c
§    32-bit Oracle 12c Managed Data Access Client installed into

the GAC

The following prerequisites are required to enable some features within BI xPress:
·    BI xPress extension for Visual Studio 2015 requires:

o    An installation of one of the following editions of Visual Studio:
§    Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition
§    Visual Studio 2015 Professional
§    Visual Studio 2015 Enterprise

o    The following extension installed within their Visual Studio 2015 environment:
§    SQL Server Data Tools for SQL Server 2016 (now includes BI Projects)

·    Plug-ins:
o    Auditing Framework, BI Compare, Package Builder Wizard, and/or SSIS Unit Test:

§    Any Third-Party Products (Connection Managers, Tasks, Components, et cetera) that
are used within the SSIS Package(s)

o    Report Mover
§    Reporting Deployment is compatible with SQL 2008 R2 or later

o    Report Monitoring Console:
§    Reporting Performance Monitor is compatible with SQL Server 2008 or later

The following prerequisites are required to enable some features within DOC xPress:
·    SQL 2008 or higher is required to create a DOC xPress metabase. 

o    However, if connected to a valid DOC xPress metabase, SQL 2005 and up may be
documented, though there are some limitations to SSRS 2005 and 2008 documentation.

·    Documentation
o    CHM

§     HTML Help Workshop and Documentation
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Required Permissions

Many of the features within Workbench only need db_owner when issuing database updates. This occurs
when upgrading from an older version of Workbench to a newer version. Outside of database updates,
those users only need db_datareader and db_datawriter permissions. Below is a comprehensive list of
each feature and their required permissions.

·    DBA xPress Required Permissions
o    Data Inspector, Data Space Analyzer, Data Surf, Object Browser, Schema Surf

§    Each object being manipulated:
·    db_datareader
·    db_datawriter

o    Schema Inspector, Schema Inspector Snapshot Tool
§    Each object being manipulated:

·    db_owner

Required Permissions for other Workbench products:
·    BI xPress Required Permissions

o    Best Practice Analyzer:
§    BI xPress database:

·    Regular Usage:
o    db_datareader
o    db_datawriter

·    Database updates:
o    db_owner

§    Technology specific permissions:
·    Hive

o    Read permissions for the HDFS files that you wish to document
·    Informatica

o    View definition permissions on the Informatica repository
o    Read permissions within the Informatica repository on any folder and

object you wish to document
·    SQL Server

o    Definition permissions for any object you wish to document
·    SQL Server Integration Services

o    SSIS Catalog:
§    Read and Modify permission for each project within the

SSISDB the user wishes to analyze
·    SQL Server 2008 R2 (or higher) Reporting Services

o    Folder Security Settings:
§    Minimum Predefined User Roles required:

·    My Reports
·    Content Manager

§    Minimum Tasks required for a custom User Role:
·    View Reports
·    View Folders
·    View Data Sources
·    View Models
·    Consume Reports

o    Web Service Security Settings:
§    Minimum Predefined System Role required:

·    System User



§    Minimum Tasks required for a custom System Role:
·    Execute Report Definitions

·    Oracle Permissions
o    Connect permissions on any schema that you wish to document

·    Tableau Permissions
o    User must be a part of the Server Administrator role

o    Data Generation:
§    Each table you wish to generate data within

·    db_datareader
·    db_datawriter

o    Deployment Wizard (2005 and 2008):
§    Permission to deploy to the SQL Server

o    SSIS Unit Test:
§    Permission to execute the packages you are testing (at their location, ex. file system,

SQL server etc...)

o    SSRS Monitoring Console:
§    SSRS ReportServer database(s):

·    db_datareader

o    Monitoring Console:
§    BI xPress database:

·    Regular Usage:
o    db_datareader
o    db_datawriter

·    Database updates:
o    db_owner

§    For importing package layouts from an SSIS Catalog:
·    db_datareader

o    SSIS Catalog Import:
§    SSIS Catalog:

·    db_datareader

o    Other Features:
§    For other features you will need permission to access and obtain the packages at

their location.

·    DOC xPress Required Permissions
o    DOC xPress database:

§    Regular Usage:
·    db_datareader
·    db_datawriter

§    Database updates:
·    db_owner

o    Technology specific permissions:
§    Hive

·    Read permissions for the HDFS files that you wish to document

§    Informatica
·    View definition permissions on the Informatica repository



·    Read permissions within the Informatica repository on any folder and object
you wish to document

§    SQL Server
·    Definition permissions for any object you wish to document

§    SQL Server Analysis Services
·    Multidimensional:

o    Read definition permission on each database object you wish to
document

·    Tabular:
o    Administrator permission on each database object you wish to

document

§    SQL Server Integration Services
·    SSIS Catalog:

o    Read and Modify permission for each project within the SSISDB the
user wishes to analyze

§    SQL Server 2008 R2 (or higher) Reporting Services
·    Folder Security Settings:

o    Minimum Predefined User Roles required:
§    My Reports
§    Content Manager

o    Minimum Tasks required for a custom User Role:
§    View Reports
§    View Folders
§    View Data Sources
§    View Models
§    Consume Reports

·    Web Service Security Settings:
o    Minimum Predefined System Role required:

§    System User
o    Minimum Tasks required for a custom System Role:

§    Execute Report Definitions

§    Oracle Permissions
·    Connect permissions on any schema that you wish to document

§    Tableau Permissions
·    User must be a part of the Server Administrator role
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Workbench Features

Workbench Features

After Pragmatic Workbench is installed, launching Pragmatic Workbench will automatically direct you to
the Workbench toolbar with the Feature Finder page selected. 

Table of Contents
·    Feature Finder
·    Activities
·    Preferences Overview
·    Tab Preview

In the upper left hand corner of Pragmatic Workbench is a toolbar button that allows users the ability to
minimize and maximize the Workbench toolbar. The Workbench toolbar contains six options that will help
users either navigate to or configure features:

1.    Feature Finder: The Feature Finder provides users the ability to quickly navigate to each feature
present within Pragmatic Workbench.

2.    Activities: The Activities page provides users with a historical record of all actions taken across
each product feature during the current session as well as the ability to search activities that occurred
in previous sessions.

3.    Open: The Open option provides users with a quick way to open supported files and will intelligently
launch the best feature for the selected file.

4.    Open Recent: The Open Recent option provides users with a quick list of recently opened files that
a user can select and will intelligently launch the best feature for the selected file.

5.    Preferences: The Preferences page provides users with feature specific options that will allow
users to customize the behavior of each feature to their liking.

6.    Help: The Help page provides users with the ability to check for product updates, activate /
deactivate licenses, and view product versions.
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Feature Finder

The Feature Finder provides users the ability to quickly navigate to each feature present within Pragmatic
Workbench. 

Users can sort the features by technology type, product family, a specific role, keywords, or even use a
combination of filters and/or keywords . These filters provide users with the ability to fine tune Pragmatic
Workbench to the user's specific needs and make the user's frequently used features more readily
available.

1.    Technology: Narrow down the feature list by eliminating all features that are not associated with the
chosen technology

2.    Product: Narrow down the feature list by eliminating all features that are not associated with the
chosen Pragmatic Works' Product



3.    Role: Narrow down the feature list by eliminating all features that are not associated with the user's
Role within their company



4.    Keywords: Narrow down the feature list by using the search toolbar to filter out features that do not
contain a specific keyword
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Activities

Activities

The Activities page provides users with a historical record of all actions taken across each product feature
during the current session as well as the ability to search activities that occurred in previous sessions.

Table of Contents
·    Activities Search

Besides providing users with historical records of each activity, the Activities page also contains useful
information regarding to the activity's feature, title, information, status, date started or ended, and the
activity log.

1.    Feature: In the upper left corner of each activity, the name of the Feature that generated the activity
is displayed

2.    Title: On the same line as the Feature Name separated by a colon (:), the title of the activity
describes the action that occurred within the activity

3.    Information: Below the Feature and Activity Title is a general description of the current status of the
activity

4.    Status: The background color of each activity visually describes the current status for the activity
1.    Red: Activity completed with at least one errors
2.    Green: Activity completed successfully without errors
1.    Yellow: Activity completed with warnings
3.    Blue: Activity is still either still running, manually stopped, or completed with information

2.    Date Started or Ended: On the far right of the activity displays either the date the activity started or
ended depending on the current status of the activity.

3.    Activity Log: By double-clicking on an activity, users can view a more detailed activity log.
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Activities Search

With the activities window users are also given a powerful search tool that enables them to search for all
activities, regardless of the session they occurred within. By clicking on the "Search" tab, users can begin
searching for activities using specific search parameters. Clicking the "Search" button from within the
Search tab will launch the Search Activity Log window.

The Search Activity Log contains five parameters to narrow down the search results by:

1.    Finished After: The activity search will filter all activities based on activities that finished after the
start of a specific date parameter

2.    Finished Before: The activity search will filter all activities based on activities that finished before
the end of a specific date parameter

3.    Ending Status: The activity search will filter all activities based on the specific ending status of the
activity

4.    Title Contains: The activity search will filter all activities based on the whether the title contains a
specific string 

5.    Message Contains: The activity search will filter all activities based on the whether the message
contains a specific string 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool
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Preferences Overview

The Preferences page provides users with feature specific options that will allow users to customize the
behavior of each feature to their liking. 

Table of Contents
·    DBA xPress Preferences
·    Workbench Preferences

Including a general workbench section, each workbench product has its own preferences that can be
used to customize the product's features individually. 

In addition to changing the default behavior of features, users can change the default key bindings for
features to custom keys. This can be obtained by clicking the "Key bindings..." button located at the
bottom left of the Preferences window.
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DBA xPress Preferences

Within the DBA xPress Preferences, users can customize the behavior and properties of Data Inspector,
Data Space Analyzer, Data Surf, Schema Inspector, and Schema Surf:

·    Data Inspector
o    Comparison Defaults

§    Compare Intersecting IDENTITY Ranges Only: Controls whether segmented identity
comparisons only consider the range of identity values that are covered in both
databases

§    Data Read Timeout: Controls the timeout, in seconds, for opening the table data
§    Default Index Preference: Controls the default index preference type
§    Do not Compare Computed Columns: Controls whether or not computed columns

that are not part of the key should be compared
§    Ignore IDENTITY Values: Controls whether IDENTITY values should be ignored if

they are not part of the key
§    Ignore ROWGUIDCOL Columns: Controls whether ROWGUIDCOL columns should

be ignored by default
§    Ignore String Case: Controls whether the case of strings should be ignored
§    Ignore String Line Endings: Controls whether differences in string line endings should

be ignored
§    Match Objects in any Schema: Controls whether object matching should consider

objects with the same name in other schemas
§    Maximum Active Threads: Controls the maximum number of threads to use in

threaded comparison mode
§    Segmented Identity Compare Block Size: Controls the number of rows in each

segment for segmented identity comparisons
§    Trim Spaces: Controls whether leading / trailing white spaces should be ignored

when comparing strings
§    Use Binary CLR Type Comparisons: Controls whether CLR types should be

compared using their binary, rather than their string representation
§    Use Case Sensitive Matching: Controls whether case sensitive matching should be

used to find / match object names
§    Use Segmented Identity Compare: Controls whether segmented identity

comparisons are used when the selected index is a single column index and the
indexed column is an IDENTITY column

o    General
§    Grid Viewer Row Count Limit: Allows users to set the maximum number of rows to be

viewable
§    Start with deselected items: Data Inspector will begin with deselected items

o    Synchronization Defaults
§    Batch Separator: Controls the batch separator used in between script portions
§    Disable DML Triggers During Synchronization: Controls whether DML triggers should

be disabled during synchronization
§    Disable Foreign Keys During Synchronization: Controls whether foreign keys should

be disabled during synchronization
§    Max Rows per Batch: Controls the maximum number of rows per batch
§    Only Update Compared Columns: Controls whether only the values selected at

compare time should be updated when modifying existing rows
§    Synchronize target DELETEs: Controls whether DELETEs on target are selected by

default
§    Synchronize target INSERTs: Controls whether INSERTs on target are selected by

default
§    Synchronize target UPDATEs: Controls whether UPDATEs on target are selected by

default
§    Use Transacted Modification SQL: Controls whether the data modification SQL

should be transacted



·    Data Space analyzer
o    Default Database View: Set which Database View within the Data Space Analyzer will, by

default, be displayed when first loaded
o    Default Server View: Set which Server View within the Data Space Analyzer will, by default,

be displayed when first loaded
o    Show Data Labels: Controls whether data labels will be displayed by default
o    Use fast loading on 2005+: Controls whether to use faster and less detailed data about

space usage

·    Data Surf
o    Color Inheritance: Controls whether new nodes will inherit their parent node's color
o    Default Layout Style: Controls the layout style that will be selected
o    Default Node Color: Controls the default color given to nodes
o    Failed Node Color: Controls the default color given to nodes that data failed to load
o    Graph Font: Controls the font style used for displaying text within nodes
o    Grid Font: Controls the font style used for displaying the data within the grid
o    Limit: Controls the maximum number of nodes that can be created in a single operation
o    Warning Level: Controls the number of nodes above which a warning is generated for a

single operation

·    Schema Inspector
o    Comparison Defaults

§    Find Constraints by Signature: Controls whether, after searching for a constraint
match by name, Schema Inspector will search for it by signature

§    Ignore Key Index Properties: Controls whether key index (primary key, unique
constraint, target of foreign key constraint) properties should be ignored

§    Ignore Partitioning: Controls whether partitioning should be ignored
§    Ignore Referential Actions: Controls whether referential actions should be ignored
§    Ignore WITH NOCHECK: Controls WITH NO CHECK should be ignored
§    Ignore Full Text Catalog Default Selection: Controls whether the default property of

full text catalogs should be ignored
§    Ignore Full Text Index Accent Sensitivity: Controls whether full text index accent

sensitivity should be ignored
§    Ignore Full Text Index Change Tracking: Controls whether full text index change

tracking states should be ignored
§    Ignore Full Text Index Stoplists: Controls whether full text index stop lists should be

ignored
§    Find Object in any Schema: Controls whether schema-scoped objects can be

searched for in any schema, emitting an ALTER SCHEMA statement during
synchronization

§    Ignore Corrected Object Names: Controls whether object names which have been
corrected are ignored during comparison 

§    Ignore Object Principals: Controls whether object principals should be ignored
§    Ignore Principal Logins: Controls whether principal login differences should be

ignored
§    Ignore XML Schema Collection Properties: Controls whether XML schema collection

properties for columns should be ignored
§    Use Case Sensitive Matching: Controls whether case sensitive matching should be

used to find / match object names
§    Ignore Fill Factor: Controls whether fill factor properties should be ignored
§    Ignore Index Column Inclusion: Controls whether included column properties should

be ignored
§    Ignore Index Padding: Controls whether index padding properties should be ignored
§    Ignore Key Ascendancy: Controls whether key sort order properties should be

ignored
§    Ignore IGNORE_DUP_KEY: Controls whether IGNORE_DUP_KEY properties

should be ignored
§    Ignore Lock Always: Controls whether allow row lock / allow page lock properties



should be ignored
§    Ignore ANSI NULLS: Controls whether the SET ANSI NULLS option state should be

ignored
§    Ignore Encrypted Object Differences: Controls whether object encryption differences

should be ignored
§    Ignore NULL on NULL Input: Controls whether NULL or NULL Input properties should

be ignored
§    Ignore Object EXECUTE AS Principals: Controls whether object EXECUTE AS

principals should be ignored
§    Ignore Permission Sets: Controls whether assembly permission sets should be

ignored
§    Ignore QUOTED IDENTIFIER: Controls whether the SET QUOTED IDENTIFIER

state should be ignored
§    Ignore Schema Bindings: Controls whether schema binding properties should be

ignored
§    Ignore SQL Case: Controls whether cases in SQL definitions should be ignored
§    Ignore SQL Comments: Controls whether comments in SQL definitions should be

ignored
§    Ignore SQL White Space: Controls whether white space in SQL definitions should be

ignored
§    Ignore WITH CHECK OPTION: Controls whether WITH CHECK OPTION properties

should be ignored
§    Ignore WITH RECOMPILE: Controls whether WITH RECOMPILE properties should

be ignored
§    Ignore Event Notification Broker Instances: Controls whether event notification broker

instances should be ignored
§    Ignore Event Notification Service Names: Controls whether event notification service

names should be ignored
§    Ignore Maximum Queue Readers: Controls whether maximum queue readers

property should be ignored
§    Consider Column Order: Controls whether column order for tables and table types

will be considered
§    Ignore Boundary Value Alignments: Controls whether boundary value alignments on

partition functions should be ignored
§    Ignore Collations: Controls whether collations should be ignored computed column

persistence should be ignored
§    Ignore Column Sparsity: Controls whether column sparsity should be ignored 
§    Ignore Computed Column Persistence: Controls whether computed column

persistence should be ignored 
§    Ignore Data Space Default Selections: Controls whether data space default

selections should be ignored
§    Ignore File Group Assignments: Controls whether file group assignments should be

ignored
§    Ignore IDENTITY: Controls whether IDENTITY properties should be ignored
§    Ignore IDENTITY Seed and Increment: Controls whether IDENTITY seed and

increment values should be ignored
§    Ignore Maximum Length: Controls whether the maximum length property should be

ignored
§    Ignore NOT FOR REPLICATION: Controls whether NOT FOR REPLICATION should

be ignored
§    Ignore Nullability: Controls whether nullability should be ignored
§    Ignore Precision and Scale: Controls whether precision and scale properties should

be ignored
§    Ignore ROWGUIDCOL: Controls whether row GUID column properties should be

ignored
o    Documentation

§    Default Report Type: Controls the type of report generated by default
§    Include Equivalent Objects in Comparison: Controls whether to include details of

objects that are equivalent while generating comparison documentation
§    Include Modification DDL in Synchronization: Controls whether to include the data



definition language (DDL) script used while generating synchronization documentation
§    Create New Folder: Controls whether to create a new folder when generating HTML

reports
§    Default Output Folder: Controls the default output folder for HTML reports
§    Generate Page Headers: Controls whether to generate page headers in the

documentation
§    Custom Style Sheet File: Controls the location for a custom style sheet that will be

used
§    Use Collapsible Table of Contents: Controls whether to use a collapsible table of

contents containing JavaScript
§    Use Default Style Sheet: Controls whether to use the default Schema Inspector style

sheet
§    Comment Color: Controls the color of comments
§    Default Output Folder: Controls the default output folder for RTF reports
§    Text Color: Controls the color of text
§    Function Color: Controls the color of functions
§    Identifier Color: Controls the color of identifiers
§    Keyword Color: Controls the color of keywords
§    Link Color: Controls the color of links
§    Number Color: Controls the color of numbers
§    Operator Color: Controls the color of operators
§    String Color: Controls the color of strings
§    Table Background Color: Controls the color to use for table rows 
§    Table Header Background Color: Controls the color to use for table headers

o    General
§    Group Comparison Results by Types: Controls whether to group the results of the

comparison by type
§    Start with deselected items: Controls whether to start with items deselected when

viewing comparison results
o    Generation Defaults

§    Allow System Named Constrains: Controls whether system name constraints are
emitted without names, to be named by the system on the target

§    Always Load Definable Objects Direct from Server: Controls whether definable object
definitions should always be loaded direct from the server

§    Always Specify Collation: Controls whether collation should always be specified, even
if it is the same as the database default

§    Auto Create Files for File Groups: Controls whether, when creating file groups, files
should be created in the same location as the first entry in sysfiles

§    Batch Separator: Controls the batch separator used in between script portions
§    Do not Warn About Unsafe Assemblies: Controls whether script generation warnings

about unsafe assemblies should be suppressed
§    Emit Generation Warnings in Output SQL: Controls whether warnings generated

while generating SQL are emitted in the output
§    Emit Table Constraints in Line: Controls whether table constrains are emitted with

CREATE TABLE statements
§    Fix Object Names in Definable Objects: Controls whether object names in definable

objects should be corrected
§    Keep Trigger Order: Controls whether FIRST and LAST statements should be issued

for triggers
§    Replace User-defined SQL Types with Base Types: Controls whether user defined

SQL types should be replaced with base types in the target script
§    Use Object Presence Checks: Controls whether object presence checks should be

emitted with generated SQL
§    Use Online Index Building: Controls whether, if possible, the ONLINE ON clause

should be emitted when creating indexes
§    Use Store and Restore for CLR Type Alterations: Controls whether table data should

be stored in another table and restored again afterwards when altering CLR Types
§    Use Transacted Schema Modification SQL: Controls whether generated SQL should

be transacted



·    Schema Surf
o    Default Layout Style: Controls the layout style that will be selected
o    Default Levels Shown: Controls the number of dependency levels to be shown
o    Default Node Color: Controls the color given to nodes
o    Graph Font: Controls the font style used for displaying text within nodes
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Workbench Preferences

Within the Workbench Preferences, users can customize the behavior and properties for Pragmatic
Workbench:

·    Appearance
o    Theme Name: Controls the theme used for Workbench colors

·    Behavior
o    Selected Products: Controls the products to filter by when starting Pragmatic Workbench
o    Selected Roles: Controls the roles to filter by when starting Pragmatic Workbench
o    Selected Technologies: Controls the technologies to filter by when starting Pragmatic

Workbench
o    Show Feature Finder: Controls whether to show or hide the Feature Finder tool in the

features list
o    Show Pragmatic Works News: Controls whether to show or hide the Pragmatic Works latest

news and messages. The latest product features, discounts, and tips will be shown here
o    Start-up Plug-in: Controls the plug-in that will be loaded when Workbench first starts
o    Error Reporting: Controls whether to send anonymous error reporting information to

Pragmatic Works
o    Usage Reporting: Controls whether to periodically send anonymous feature usage reporting

to Pragmatic Works
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Tab Preview

While using Pragmatic Workbench users may have several features open at a time. Users can see the
multiple features lined up side by side in tabs above their workspace. By hovering over a tab users can
see a preview of that tab.

Additionally, Pragmatic Workbench includes a Feature Switcher. This makes switching between features
much easier with a dedicated switching window that includes a preview window for each feature. 

To access the Feature Switcher, press Ctrl + Tab, after the window pops up, release tab but continue to
hold Ctrl. You may now press repeatedly press tab to cycle through the currently open features. Once on
the desired feature is selected, release Ctrl to navigate to that specific feature.
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Features

Table of Contents
·    Data Inspector

o    Comparison Phases
§    Load data sources
§    Set Comparison Options
§    Edit Mappings
§    Compare Data
§    View Differences
§    View action plan
§    Generate Scripts
§    Run Synchronization
§    Process Complete

o    Options
·    Data Space Analyzer
·    Data Surf
·    Object Browser

o    Filter Trees
§    Example filter
§    Setting up a Filter Tree

o    Match Elements
§    Object type filter
§    Object type group filter
§    Text Filter

·    Schema Inspector
o    Comparison Phases

§    Load Data Sources
§    Compare Data Sources
§    View Differences
§    View Action Plan
§    Generate Scripts
§    View Warnings
§    Run Synchronization
§    Process Complete

o    Options
·    Schema Inspector Snapshot Tool
·    Schema Surf
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Data Inspector

 Data Inspector

Data Inspector will create detailed comparisons between the data stored in two different databases and
enable users to sync data between databases.

Feature Highlights
·    Compare data from two different databases 
·    Easily copy data from one database to another

Table of Contents
·    Comparison Phases

o    Load data sources
o    Set Comparison Options
o    Edit Mappings
o    Compare Data
o    View Differences
o    View action plan
o    Generate Scripts
o    Run Synchronization
o    Process Complete

·    Options

Comparisons are at the heart of Data Inspector, and they all follow a six step process

 
Data Inspector always starts with a source and a target, and the source is always on the left and the
target is always on the right. The synchronization direction cannot be switched in Data Inspector - this is
because this allows more flexibility in choosing which columns and objects are mapped from left to right
(for example, when comparing a non-updatable view in the source database with a table in the target).
 
The data sources represent the structure of the data storage within the databases. The first step in the
process relates to the process of loading the data sources for the source and target. The next step is
setting the comparison options, including editing any mappings. When the options have been set, the data
can be compared. Once that is done, we can view the differences and choose the data that we want to
synchronize. Once we have chosen which data is to be synchronized, an action plan is created, which
details all the steps necessary to synchronize the chosen data. Synchronization can be in different steps
based on the synchronization types available.
 

 Important Note

The data sources in Data Inspector are always live databases. Because Data Inspector is engineered to
facilitate comparison of very large databases, comparing with snapshots becomes impossible.

 
Before getting started with comparisons, however, we must first create a new comparison scenario.



To create a new comparison, click the Data Inspector icon in Pragmatic workbench 

 
There are four pages to the new comparison scenario dialog. On the above page, you simply enter a
name to refer to the comparison scenario.
 
The second and third pages both look very similar:
 



 
You can select a SQL Server from the drop-down list, or click on the "Find Local Servers" button to find
any SQL Servers on the local network.
 

 Important Note

Data Inspector automatically starts a search for local servers when it starts, so it is not necessary to
use the "Find Local Servers" button unless you know a new server has appeared since the application
started, or the dialog is opened before the initial search completes.

 
If you click on "SQL Server Security" then you are given the option to enter a username and password.
You can select a server and click 'OK' in order to profile space usage on the server as a whole, or you can
select a database in order to profile space usage on that single database.
 
The last page of the dialog provides you with the opportunity to customize the options that will
be used for comparison and generation. 
The default options are those specified in the preferences dialog.
 



 
When done configuring your options, click "Finish" and the comparison will load. This will take you through
several Comparison Phases.

There are two comparison types available in Data Inspector
INDEX scan and IDENTITY segment. They both do similar jobs, in that they read data from a SQL Server
table in an ordered fashion, and compare the values of the keys from each table to find out which stream
is more 'advanced'. The major difference is that index scan comparisons open the whole table in one go,
and read from start to finish. IDENTITY segment comparisons open the tables block by block, based on
the IDENTITY segment block size specified in preferences.
 
IDENTITY segment comparisons only work on tables where the comparison key is a single column index,
and that column is also an IDENTITY column. Index scan comparisons are used at all other times.
 

 Important Note

Index scan comparisons work best on clustered indexes where there are no strings involved in the key.
Where strings are involved, the sort order is specified with a binary collation, and this causes the scan
to require a further sort after being read from disk. When using non-clustered indexes, sort operations
are always required, and can be very costly.
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Comparison Phases

Comparison Phases

Table of Contents
·    Load Data Sources
·    Set Comparison Options
·    Edit Mappings
·    Compare Data
·    View Differences
·    View Action Plan
·    Generate Scripts
·    Run Synchronization
·    Process Complete
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Load Data Sources

Load Data Sources

While loading data sources, a screen similar to the following is shown 

 
The cancel button can be clicked on to cancel the process. The next screen shown is the set comparison
options screen.
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Set Comparison Options

Set Comparison Options

Once the data sources have been loaded, the comparison options screen is shown 

 
There are two categories of object shown here: ones for which a match can be found, and ones for
which a match was not found. Within the objects for which a match was found, there are fully matched
objects (green icon) and partially matched objects (yellow icon). Fully matched means that all columns
were matched, and partially matched means that some columns were missing from one of the two sides.
 
To change the mappings for the columns, we can double click on a particular comparison, or click on it
and then click the 'Map Columns' button. This also enables us to set a data filter for the source and target
objects, and to change the source and target objects entirely. For more information, see the edit
mappings topic.
 
The filter button is split into two parts. Clicking on the left hand part will bring up the filter dialog, discussed
below. Clicking on the right hand part will control whether filtered items are hidden (the default) or whether
they are shown. If they are shown, filtered items appear in gray. A category which only contains filtered
items will also show in gray.
 
Clicking on the settings button brings up the comparison settings dialog, where comparison and



generation options, as well as the comparison name, can be changed.
 
Filtering
Clicking on the filter button brings up the filters dialog:
 

 
Here, we can change the mode in which filters apply, and add, edit and remove filters. The filtering system
is exactly the same as is used for object browser filtering, with one minor difference: that the overall filter
mode applies to the complete list of filters, rather than each individual one. Therefore, the overall filter
mode drop down box is not shown when editing filters for use with a comparison scenario. Having added
filters to match only objects where the name starts with 'tblCfgTest', and set the mode to 'Include only
matching objects' we return to the main display:
 

 
Notice that the filter icon is now gold, to signify active filters. Clicking on the right hand part of the filter
button, and selecting 'Show filtered items' changes the display to the following:
 



 
Categories which contain only filtered items are grayed, and they also say '0 selected' - showing that all
items in those categories have been deselected. Categories with some items filtered are semi-grayed,
and report the selected number of objects normally. You can, if you wish, expand the items and select
filtered items as you would normally.
 
Filters are saved with the comparison scenario, and will automatically be re-applied next time the
comparison opens. Therefore, if there are specific objects that you wish to ignore every time the
comparison is run, it is beneficial to set up a filter to automatically de-select those objects.
 
After clicking on compare, the data comparison process will begin.
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Edit Mappings

Edit Mappings

Clicking on the 'Map Columns' button in the comparison options screen shows the comparison
mapping & filter screen 

 
Here we can select the source and target objects (using the top two drop-downs) and select the index that
will be used to walk to comparison. We can enable or disable comparisons of a particular column by
ticking or un-ticking the tick box to the left of the column row. We can also change the source and target
columns by changing the drop downs in a column row. The color of the column row changes to indicate
the status of the column:
 



 
A green column row is matched, a red column row is unmatched. A yellow column row forms part of the
comparison key, and a gray column row is not selected for comparison. By clicking the filter button at the
top of the dialog on either the source or target, the edit filter dialog is shown:
 

 
In this dialog we simply enter the WHERE clause for the relevant storage object. To remove the filter click
on the 'Clear' button. When a filter is active for the source or target, the filter icon is gold. To return to the
comparison options screen, click OK or Cancel on the edit mappings dialog.
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Compare Data

Compare Data

During data comparison, the following screen is shown 

 
There are three tabs, one showing the currently running comparisons ('Active'), one showing the
comparisons which are waiting to run ('Pending') and one showing the comparisons which have
completed. The cancel button can be used to cancel the comparison process. Note that the cancel button
can take a while to operate as the rows have to continue to be streamed from the SQL Server.
 
When the comparison is complete, we can view the differences.
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View Differences

View Differences

Once comparison is complete, the view differences screen is shown 

 
At the top of the display, the names of the two data sources being compared are shown on their
respective left and right hand sides. The arrow points from the source to the target, and the target is
always colored red. The direction of synchronization remains fixed in Data Inspector, from left (source) to
right (target).
 
Each item shows the number of rows in the source database only, the number of rows in both databases
with differences and the number of rows in the target database only. The check boxes next to each class
of row difference can be ticked or un-ticked to specify whether those rows are included in the
synchronization. To select all or none of the items in a particular category, click on the green tick or red
cross at the right hand side of the category.
 
Clicking on the Synchronize button will take you to the next screen, the view action plan screen.
 
Clicking on the show grid button will display the data difference grid. Data inspector is unique in showing
row differences as a normal grid with a vertical split. Rows which are only in the target are highlighted
blue, rows which are only in the source are highlighted in green. Data differences between the two sides



are highlighted in red, and NULL values are highlighted in yellow. Notice that multiple highlights can be
combined (for example NULL and different produce an orange color). You can select portions of the grid in
the usual way, and the selection is displayed symmetrically on the left and right hand sides.
 

 
Clicking on the refresh button will re-load the comparison, and clicking on settings will allow you to change
the settings prior to synchronization.
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View Action plan

View Action Plan

The action plan screen shows a breakdown of the data modifications that will be performed 

 
At the top the source is shown on the left, and the target that will be modified is shown on the right.
 
To go back to the view differences screen, press the back button.
 
Before synchronizing, a synchronization method must be chosen. You can then click the Synchronize
button to begin the synchronization process. This starts with the generation of scripts.
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Generate Scripts

Generate Scripts

While generating scripts, the following screen is shown 

 
You can click cancel to cancel the process and go back to the action plan screen. Once the generating
scripts process has finished, then the process is complete if using the script synchronization method. If
using either direct or hybrid synchronization, then the next screen is the run synchronization screen.
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Run Synchronization

Run Synchronization

While synchronization is running, the following screen is shown 

 
There are no options on this screen. When the process is complete, the process complete screen is
shown.
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Process Complete

Process Complete

When the process is complete, a screen similar to the following will be shown 

 
If the synchronization method chosen is either Direct or Hybrid, then there may also be run errors (for
example, if you have chosen not to synchronize some data on which other data depends). To view those,
click on the 'Run Errors' tab at the top.
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Options

Options

Comparison Options
The comparison options apply to each comparison performed and specify how the two data sources will
be compared and matched.

Setting Description

Compare intersecting IDENTITY
ranges only

When this option is set, and a comparison uses a segmented
IDENTITY comparison, then only the ranges of values that are present
in both databases will be compared. This can be useful for
comparisons between databases where replication occurs, and the
data that has not yet been replicated should be ignored. For more
information, see comparison types.

Ignore computed columns by
default

Ignores any column comparisons that involve computed columns by
default.

Ignore ROWGUIDCOL columns by
default

Ignores any column comparisons that involve ROWGUIDCOL
columns by default.

Ignore non-key IDENTITY values Ignores any column comparisons that involve IDENTITY columns
when the column is not part of the comparison key.

Match objects in any schema Allows data storage objects to be matched against data storage
objects in other schema if no match is found in the same schema.

Use case-sensitive object
matching

Matches data storage objects using case sensitive string matching, for
databases where a case-sensitive collation is being used.

Use binary CLR type comparisons

If this option is set, then CLR type columns are compared and
Synchronized using their binary representation. The default is that CLR
type columns are compared and Synchronized using their string
representation.

Use segmented IDENTITY
comparisons

When this option is set, and the comparison key selected for a table is
a single-column index that only involves an IDENTITY column, then
use segmented IDENTITY comparison. For more information, see
comparison types.

IDENTITY segment block size
(rows)

The block size to be used with segmented IDENTITY comparisons.
For more information, see comparison types.

Ignore string case When this option is set, then string comparisons are case-insensitive.

Trim strings for comparison When this option is set, then leading or trailing spaces are ignored for
string comparisons.

Ignore string line endings When this option is set, then the line ending style is ignored for string
comparisons.

Maximum comparison threads

Specifies the maximum number of comparison threads. When most
comparisons are using either IDENTITY segment comparisons, or are
index scan comparisons which are scanning the clustered index, then
increasing the number of threads can significantly improve the
comparison throughput.

Data read timeout (seconds) The timeout (in seconds) used for the initial data read for any
comparison.



Generation Options
The generation options apply to each synchronization performed and specify how the schema
modification SQL will be generated under various circumstances.

Setting Description

Batch separator Specifies the batch separator that is used to delimit SQL batches. In
99.9% of cases this will want to remain as 'GO'.

Use transacted modification SQL
When this option is set, DML operations will be wrapped in a transaction
in order to allow consistent updates to take place in case any updates
fail.

Disable DML triggers during
synchronization

When this option is set, DML triggers on target objects will be disabled
during synchronization.

Disable foreign keys during
synchronization

When this option is set, foreign keys on target objects will be disabled
during synchronization. It is recommended to keep this option set, as
disabling it may cause synchronizations which involve circular foreign
keys or cross-related foreign keys to fail.

Max rows per batch This is the maximum number of rows that will be emitted into a single
batch in the synchronization SQL
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Data Space Analyzer

Data Space Analyzer

The Data Space Analyzer will assist DBAʼs with managing their SQL Server instances and display graphs
showing information on disk space usage.

Feature Highlights
·    Displays data about disk usage of databases

Using the Data Space Analyzer
1.    Click the Data Space analyzer icon in the Pragmatic Workbench.

2.    This brings up the 'Choose Server or Database' dialog.
 

 
3.    Here we can select a SQL Server from the drop-down list, or click on the "Find Local Servers" button

to find any SQL Servers on the local network.
 

 Important Note

Data Space Analyzer automatically starts a search for local servers when it starts, so it is not necessary
to use the "Find Local Servers" button unless you know a new server has appeared since the application
started, or the dialog is opened before the initial search completes.



4.    If you click on "SQL Server Security" then you are given the option to enter a username and
password. You can select a server and click 'OK' in order to profile space usage on the server as a
whole, or you can select a database in order to profile space usage on that single database.

5.    After specifying your database, a graph will appear showing the size of the database.

6.    Clicking on the graph will step you into the file. You will be able to see a further breakdown of the
project.



In the reports there are a number of characteristics displayed. These are shown either in the list of objects
at the bottom of the display box or by moving the cursor over the item in the chart display.



 

Characteristic Description

File Size This is the total size of files that make up a file group in a
database.

Allocated Space This is the space within a database that is reserved for
usage by a table or an index.

Unallocated Space This is the space within a database file that has not been
reserved.

Reserved This is the total amount of space that has been reserved
for a table or an index.

Used This is the total amount of space which is being actively
used by a table or an index.

In-Row Data This is the space which is being used for the main data
storage of table rows.

Overflow/LOB Data This is the space which is used for LOB types (text,
ntext & image) or for overflow data associated with
overflow types (varchar(MAX), nvarchar(MAX),
varbinary(MAX) & xml).

Index Data This is the space which is used for storing indexes on a
table or view.

Free This is the space that has been reserved for table usage
but is not currently in use.

Rows This is the total row count associated with an entity. Note
that the total row count for SQL Server 2000 servers is
estimated.

Average Page Fragmentation This shows the amount of fragmentation that an index or
a table has. Note that This information is not available on
SQL Server 2000 servers, or when using the faster data
loading mode on SQL Server 2005+ servers.

 
The following is a list of the charts that are available in Data Space Analyzer, along with the destinations
for clicks both on chart elements and list elements below:
 

Chart Name Chart Click Destination List Click Destination

Databases by total allocated
space

Data spaces by total allocated
space

Data spaces by total allocated
space

Databases by total file group size Data spaces by total file size Data spaces by total file size

Databases by total page type size Data spaces by selected page
type total size

Data spaces by total page type
size

Databases by row count Data spaces by row count Data spaces by row count

Databases by total unallocated
space

Data spaces by total unallocated
space

Data spaces by total unallocated
space

Page type summary Data spaces by selected page
type total size

Data spaces by selected page
type total size

Data spaces by selected page
type total size

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Data spaces by total allocated
space

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Data spaces by total file size Storage objects by total allocated
space

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Data spaces by total page type Storage objects by selected page Storage objects by total allocated



size type total size space

Data spaces by row count Storage objects by row count Storage objects by row count

Data spaces by total unallocated
space

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Partitions for index by row count N/A N/A

Partitions for index N/A N/A

Indexes on storage object by row
count

Partitions for index by row count Partitions for index by row count

Indexes on storage object Partitions for index Partitions for index

Page type summary for storage
object

Indexes on storage object Indexes on storage object

Storage objects by selected page
type total size

Page type summary for storage
object

Page type summary for storage
object

Storage objects by total allocated
space

Indexes on storage object Indexes on storage object

Storage objects by row count Indexes on storage object by row
count

Indexes on storage object by row
count

 

There are four chart types. Three single series charts: Torus, Pie, Bar; and one single series chart:
Manhattan. Chart types can be selected from the View section of the toolbar.
 

Torus Chart

Pie Chart

Bar Chart



Manhattan Chart
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Data Surf

Data Surf
Data surfing allows you to easily navigate a tree of related data by resolving foreign keys and loading data
from a target table. For example, you might start with a contact, then you could find the contact's
addresses or find any transactions that the contact has been involved in.
 
Data Surf makes it easy for you to achieve this task, without having to write repetitive boiler plate code,
which can lead to mistakes. Simply create a new surf in the database that you want to surf, and specify
the starting point. Then, from there, click on the row that you want to find related data for, and you can
easily find the linked data.
 
As you surf, a 'graph' is created which lets you track where you have been and which way the loaded
entities relate. You can select any node to view its data, or you can color nodes or groups of nodes to
make your graph clearer, or you can remove a node or group of nodes easily. You can also re-load the
data related to a node (useful when fixing broken relationships between data), and then save your surf and
re-load it later.
 
If you want to apply your surf to a new set of data, you can use the re-targeting feature to re-load the graph
based on a new initial data set. You can also re-target a graph while loading it, effectively creating a 'surf
template'.
 
You can even export the image of your graph so that you can include it in reports.

Feature Highlights
·    Data Surf enables users to view data in a table and also see how that data relates to other tables. 
·    Export your customized graph at any resolution

Creating a new surf
·    Use the 'new surf' option on the toolbar or menu
·    Right click on a database in the databases pane and click 'Start Surfing...'
·    Right click on a table in the object browser and click 'Start Surfing...'
 
1.    After doing one of those, the new surf dialog appears. 

 Important Note

Some of the panes may not be present (for example, if you right click on a table in the object browser,
then the new surf dialog does not ask you to specify the database or table).

2.    The first pane allows you to select the database in which you want to surf:



 
3.    After entering the server, choosing your authentication method and choosing a database, click on

'Next'. You can also click on 'Find Local Servers' to find any additional local servers on your network.
Note that Data Surf starts a search for servers when it first starts up, so it is usually not necessary to
find additional local servers. 

4.    After clicking next, we select the table that we want to use as our surf start point:

 



5.    We can type in the search box at the top to narrow down the list of shown tables. When we have
selected a table, we then click 'Next', and we are given the opportunity to enter criteria for the data in
the table:

 

 
6.    We can select a column, and enter a match value, or we can uncheck the 'Select rows based on

criteria' check box in order to select all rows from the table. Note that the match is always an exact
match, in that what you enter in the box then becomes part of the query run against the server.

7.    To select a node, simply click on it. 

8.    When the node is selected, the rows which are loaded for that node are displayed in the grid in the
lower half of the display. The selected node is highlighted using a dashed line surrounding it:



 

9.    To find related data for one or more rows, you can either make a selection in the grid and use the
navigation control to the left, or right click on a row or selection. 

10.    When right-clicking, we are shown a menu allowing us to find parent rows or child rows.
o    Parent rows are ones where a foreign key points from the current table to the other table.

Child rows are ones where a foreign key points from the other table to the current table. For
example, consider a hierarchy Towns -> Streets -> Houses. Towns contain many streets, and
streets contain many houses. If we were exploring from a Street row, then Towns would be
parent rows, and Houses would be child rows.

11.    The menu that is shown is as follows:



 
12.    As we hover the mouse over individual tables, a tooltip shows us the name of the foreign key being

followed, the name of the related table, and the column names that match.

13.    Using the navigation control on the left hand side is very similar. We can make a selection of single
or multiple rows, and then use the navigation list on the left to navigate to those rows:



 
14.    When navigating based on multiple rows, multiple new data nodes are created in the graph. This is

based not on the number of selected rows, but the number of unique key values in the selected data.
For example, in the above picture, 5 rows are selected, but they all have a PersonType value of 'EM'. A
key which was followed based on that column would result in one   data node.

15.    To change the color of a node, we right click it, and using the 'Color node' option, we can either
select a pre-defined color, or select a user-defined color. 

16.    As we roll over the colors, the node shows a preview of itself in that color. If we select the 'Color
node and all dependents' option, then as we roll over the colors, all nodes that that will be colored
show a preview of themselves in that color, as follows:



 
17.    Similarly to coloring nodes, we can remove nodes simply by right clicking on them. To remove an

individual node, select the 'Remove Node' option. To remove a node and all its dependent nodes,
select the 'Remove Node & All Dependents' option. Note that the nodes that will be removed are
highlighted with the usual dashed outline as we roll over this option. Individual nodes can also be
deleted by selecting them and pressing the 'Delete' key. 

18.    To re-load the data for a particular node, select the 'Refresh Node Data' option. The data for that
node is then re-loaded from the database.

Saving and Loading
1.    To save a surf, simply go to the File menu and select 'Save Surf', or use the save button on the

toolbar.

2.    To load a surf, you can select the option from the file menu or toolbar, or you can double click the
surf file or drag it onto the Data Surf window.

3.    If you want to load a surf, but base it on a different data set, you can use the 'Open and Retarget'
function, which allows you to specify a new initial node for the graph. See the topic on retargeting
surfs for more information.

4.    To export an image of a surf graph, use the 'Save Surf Image' option. This brings up the export
dialog:

 



 
Here we can enter the width and height (which remain in the correct ratio) and select from BMP, JPEG or
PNG formats.

A common scenario is that we have looked at some initial data, and we have then followed the relational
paths present in the database to find the relations of that data. 
However, it is possible that you would want to take that same relational exploration, and apply it to a new
starting point. This is what the retargeting function does. It allows you to specify a new column/value for
the starting point of the surf, and it iteratively refreshes all parts of the surf.
 
Note that the surf can change shape significantly after retargeting for one of the following reasons:
·    A relation that previously held data now does not hold any data, and therefore further relations cannot

be explored
·    A relation that previously held a single row now holds multiple rows, and therefore the relations are

explored for each key in the available data
 
The second point is important. For example, imagine looking at a Contact, then Orders. There is 1 order,
so we look at items for the order.
 
We then retarget the surf to a new contact, which has 100 orders. In this case, there would be items for
100 orders, and so the shape of the graph would be significantly different. In fact, the number of paths
which will be followed during retargeting is limited by the 'Load error limit' in the preferences screen.
However, after retargeting it can be possible that a previously small graph ends up with hundreds or
thousands of data nodes. In this case, application performance will suffer.
 
Retargeting can be achieved in one of three ways:
·    By opening a saved surf with the 'Open Surf & Retarget...' option
·    By retargeting an existing open surf with the 'Retarget Surf In Current Tab...' option
·    By creating a new surf from an existing open surf with the 'Retarget Surf To New Tab...' option
 
Each of these options are available both in the menu and on the toolbar.

Layout Algorithms
Data Surf constantly arranges the nodes in the surf graph according to the currently specified layout
algorithm. This algorithm can be changed by clicking on the down arrow on the right hand of the layout
button, and you can re-apply a layout by clicking on the left hand side of the layout button. The default
layout algorithm for surf displays can be specified in the preferences screen.

Force Directed



Circle



Grid

Spiral



Horizontal Hierarchy

Vertical Hierarchy
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Object Browser

Object Browser

The Object Browser enables users to view details about the objects in a database schema.

Feature Highlights
·    Easily view details about objects in a database 
·    Generate DDL scripts

Table of Contents
·    Filter Trees

o    An example filter
o    Setting up a Filter Tree

·    Match Elements
o    Object type filter
o    Object type group filter
o    Text Filter

Object Browsing
When you first open the object browser from the pragmatic bench you will be greeted with the Connect to
Database window. You will need to select a server and database in order to see its objects. After you
specify your database you will be taken to the main view of Object Browser.

If you have selected the browse objects option then it will display the list of schema elements for a
database that can be viewed, in a tree structure.



The schema elements shown are:

·    Tables
·    Views
·    Synonym

s
·    Program

mability
·    Procedur

es
·    Function

s
·    DDL

Triggers
·    Assembli

es
·    Data

Types
·    XML

Schema   
Collections

·    Rules
·    Defaults

·    Routes
·    Remote

Service
Bindings

·    Broker
Priorities

·    Storage
·    Full Text

Catalogs
·    Full Text

Stop Lists
·    File groups
·    Partition

Functions
·    Partition

Schemes
·    Security
·    Users
·    Roles
·    Application

Roles

·    Plan Guides
·    Service Broker Objects
·    Service Message Types
·    Service Contracts
·    Service Queues
·    Services
·    Database Roles
·    Schemas
·    Asymmetric Keys
·    Certificates
·    Credentials

You can view the schema elements under any of the categories by expanding the tree (by
clicking on the '+' next to the category name).

Clicking on a schema element will display its properties in the right hand side of the window, as well as
the script used to generate the object:
 

 
This provides an easy format for checking any object in the entire database. By typing into the search box
at the top of the object browser window, a quick search for objects is initiated. The results are displayed
as a list, and items can be clicked on in the same way that they are with the tree view.



 
The search can be canceled by clicking on the red 'X'. To change the way the search operates,
right click on the magnifying glass. The search match types are:
·    Object Name Is
·    Object Name Contains (the default)
·    Schema Name Is
·    Schema Name Contains

For more complicated filtering, you can right click on the database node at the top of the tree, and select
'New Filter Tree'. Filtering is described in more detail in the Introduction to the filtering section.
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Filter Trees

Filter Trees

Table of Contents
·    Example Filter
·    Setting up a Filter Tree

Part of the underlying engine powering the object browser allows for complex filters to be
defined which can select objects based on multiple criteria.
The filters are based on a tree system, and are split in to two categories, combination elements
(compound filters) and match elements. Compound filters combine other elements to produce a result
(for example, if all sub-elements match elements then produce a positive result), whereas match
elements produce a result based on inspection of a schema element (for example, is the name of the
schema that this object belongs to 'Sales').
 
The compound filter types available are as follows 

Type Description

And The compound filter will return a positive match if all
child elements return a positive match

Or The compound filter will return a positive match if
any of the child elements return a positive match

Exclusive Or
The compound filter will return a positive match if
one and only one of the child elements returns a
positive match

 
The match elements available are as follows 

Type Description

Object Type
Filter

The filter returns a positive match if the object
matches the filter type in the specified manner

Object Type
Group Filter

The filter returns a positive match if the object
matches the filter type group in the specified manner

Text Filter
The filter returns a positive match if the selected text
property of the object matches the filter text in the
specified manner

 
Each of those filter types have specific properties. To see more information about the properties that those
filters expose, click on the name of the filter.
 
Overall Filter Mode
At the top of the filter dialog is a drop down list marked 'Mode'. This is used to determine whether the filter
tree includes only objects that match the filter, or excludes objects that match the filter.
 
Root Filter Properties
Each filter has a 'root filter element' which is the element which brings all other filter elements together.
This element is a special type of compound filter, with two extra properties. These are the name of the
filter, which is used to refer to the filter in dialogs and the recently used filter list, and the inheritance mode



of the filter. The inheritance mode specifies whether an object can match because an object that is related
to it matches as well. For example, when matching a table, it might be useful to match all the columns
belonging to that table as well. There are two filter modes which facilitate this: 'From parent object only'
and 'From any referenced object'.
 
'From parent object only' will look at the current object's parent, and if that matches, then the current
object will match. If the parent does not match, then the parent's parent will be checked, until the chain is
searched.
 
'From any referenced object' will look at all of the objects that the current object references, and if any of
those match, then the current object will match.
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Example Filter

Example Filter

This example will find objects that are either
·    Stored procedures in the 'Sales' or 'Marketing' schema that do not contain the text '--

temporary_object'
·    Tables in the 'Sales' schema
·    Views in the 'Marketing' schema
 
This would appear as follows in the filter dialog 

 
Notice that the root of the filter is in 'Or' mode, this is because we have three distinct conditions, and any
of those conditions can produce a match. Under the root filter, we have three compound filters, one for
each of the conditions listed above.
 
The first one handles the criteria
·     Stored procedures in the 'Sales' or 'Marketing' schema that do not contain the text '--

temporary_object'
 
This part of the filter is shown in the tree as follows: 



 
So, we have an object type filter set to match stored procedures. We also have a compound filter which
will match if the object schema name is 'Sales' or if the object schema name is 'Marketing'. Then we have
a text filter which will match if the object definition does not contain the text '--temporary object'.
 
The next compound filter deals with the criteria
·     Tables in the 'Sales' schema
 
This part of the filter is shown in the tree as follows 

 
So, we have an object type filter set to match tables, and we have a text filter which will match if the object
schema name is 'Sales'.
 
The last compound filter deals with the criteria
·    Views in the 'Marketing' schema
 
This part of the filter is shown in the tree as follows 

 
So, we have an object type filter set to match views, and we have a text filter which will match if the object
schema name is 'Marketing'.
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Setting up a Filter Tree

Setting Up A Filter Tree

When first setting up a filter, the filter screen is displayed as follows 

 
The only element in the filter is the filter root, and the properties of the filter root are displayed at the
bottom. To add new elements to the filter, you simply right click on the element where you would like to
add a new child element. This provides a sub-menu, allowing you to choose the type of element that you
would like to add.
 

 Important Note

You can only add child elements to compound filters (And, Or, Exclusive Or & the root filter).

 
The buttons on the right hand side of the screen allow you to clear the filter and start again (New), load
and save from the palette, import and export the filter to a file, and see a list of the recently used filters.
 
If a filter has been saved to the palette, it is available for use for filtering in all Pragmatic Works
applications. You can also insert the contents of a filter in the palette as a sub-element of a filter by right
clicking on the element to be the parent, and selecting 'Add From Filter Palette' and then choosing the
relevant filter. This way, a series of complex filters can be combined into one filter quickly and easily.
 
The import and export filter buttons simply allow the definition of a filter to be saved as XML separately, so
that it can be shared with colleagues, or backed up.
 



The recently used button pops up a list of the recently used filters, allowing a filter to be re-used quickly
and easily without the need to save it.
 
After clicking on OK, the filter is shown in the object browser as a new tree. Right clicking on this tree
gives the option to remove it, or to edit the filter associated with it. Note that filter trees are collapsed as
much as possible. So, a filter tree which would only show stored procedures, simply shows the stored
procedures under the main tree node, and the 'Programmability' and 'Stored Procedures' nodes are
removed.
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Match Elements

Match Elements

Table of Contents
·    Object Type Filter
·    Object Type Group Filter
·    Text Filter
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Object type filter

Object Type Filter

The object type filter has two properties, 'Mode' and 'Type'. The 'Type' is simply the type of object, i.e.
'Table', 'Column', 'View' etc. 

The 'Mode' specifies how the object type match is applied 

Mode Description

is Specifies that the object will match if it's type is the
same as the selected type

is not Specifies that the object will match if it's type is not
the same as the selected type

is not and is not parented
by

Specifies that the object will match if it's type is the
same as the selected type, and the object is not
parented by the selected type

is not parented by Specifies that the object will match if it is not
parented by the selected type

is or is parented by Specifies that the object will match if it's type is the
same as the selected type, or it is parented by the
selected type

is parented by Specifies that the object will match if it is parented by
the selected type

 
The parenting rules are as follows 

Parent Object Type Child Object Types

Table Column
Primary Key Constraint
Check Constraint
Unique Constraint
Default Constraint
Foreign Key Constraint
Relational Index
XML Index
Spatial Index
Statistics Collection
Assembly DML Trigger
DML Trigger

Default Type Default Binding
Column Default Binding

Rule Type Rule Binding
Column Rule Binding

View Relational Index
XML Index
Spatial Index
Statistics Collection
Assembly DML Trigger



DML Trigger

Assembly Assembly Stored Procedure
Aggregate Function
Assembly Scalar Function
Assembly Table Function
Assembly DML Trigger
Assembly DDL Trigger
Assembly Type

Partition Function Partition Scheme

Full Text Catalog Full Text Index

Full Text Index Full Text Stop List

Service Queue Service
Event Notification

Service Contract Service

Column Check Constraint
Default Constraint

File group Table
Relational Index
XML Index
Spatial Index
Full Text Catalog

Schema Table
Synonym
Default
Rule
Primary Key Constraint
Check Constraint
Unique Constraint
Default Constraint
Foreign Key Constraint
Assembly Stored Procedure
Aggregate Function
Assembly Scalar Function
Assembly Table Function
Assembly DML Trigger
Stored Procedure
Replication Filter Procedure
View
Scalar Function
Inline Table Function
Table Function
DML Trigger
Assembly Type
XML Schema Collection
User Defined Type
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Object type group filter

Object Type Group Filter

The object type group filter has two properties 'Mode' and 'Group'. The mode simply determines whether
the filter will match an object because it does or does not belong to the specified group. 

The groups are logical groupings of object types as follows 

Group Object Types

All Assembly Objects Assembly Stored Procedure
Aggregate Function
Assembly Scalar Function
Assembly Table Function
Assembly DML Trigger
Assembly DDL Trigger
Assembly
Assembly Type

All CLR Programmable Objects Assembly Stored Procedure
Aggregate Function
Assembly Scalar Function
Assembly Table Function
Assembly DML Trigger
Assembly DDL Trigger

All DDL Triggers Assembly DDL Trigger
DDL Trigger

All DML Triggers Assembly DML Trigger
DML Trigger

All Functions Scalar Function
Inline Table Function
Table Function
Aggregate Function
Assembly Scalar Function
Assembly Table Function

All Partitioning Objects Partition Function
Partition Scheme

All Programmable Objects Assembly Stored Procedure
Aggregate Function
Assembly Scalar Function
Assembly Table Function
Assembly DML Trigger
Assembly DDL Trigger
Stored Procedure
Replication Filter Procedure
View
Scalar Function
Inline Table Function
Table Function
DML Trigger



DDL Trigger

All Service Broker Objects Event Notification
Service Message Type
Service
Service Contract

All SQL Functions Scalar Function
Inline Table Function
Table Function

All SQL Programmable Objects Stored Procedure
Replication Filter Procedure
View
Scalar Function
Inline Table Function
Table Function
DML Trigger
DDL Trigger

Constraints Primary Key Constraint
Check Constraint
Unique Constraint
Default Constraint
Foreign Key Constraint

Data Storage Objects Table
View

Full Text Indexing Objects Full Text Catalog
Full Text Stoplist
Full Text Index

Indexes Relational Index
XML Index
Spatial Index

Principals And Memberships Application Role
Database Role
Database User
Role Member

Rule/Default Bindings Type Default Binding
Type Rule Binding
Column Default Binding
Column Rule Binding

Table Child Objects Column
Primary Key Constraint
Check Constraint
Unique Constraint
Default Constraint
Foreign Key Constraint
Relational Index
XML Index
Spatial Index
Statistics Collection
Assembly DML Trigger
DML Trigger
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Text Filter

Text Filter

The text filter has four options, these are 'Source', 'Mode', 'Text' and 'Case sensitive match'. The 'Text' is
simply the text that you want to search for, and the 'Case sensitive match' specifies whether the text
searched for matches the case of the entered text or not.
 
The 'Source' specifies where to look for the specified text 

Source Description

Object definition This specifies that the object's definition is the place
where the text is searched for. Note that definition
applies to any object which is SQL programmable (i.e.
views, procedures, functions, triggers).

Object name This specifies that the object's name is the place where
the text is searched for.

Object name or parent object
name

This specifies that the object's name, as well as the
parent object's name, are the places where the text is
searched for.

Object or parent definition This specifies that the object's definition, as well as the
parent object's definition, are the places where the text is
searched for. Note that definition applies to any object
which is SQL programmable (i.e. views, procedures,
functions, triggers).

Object owner name This specifies that the name of the object's owner (i.e.
database principal) is the place where the text is
searched for. Note that under SQL Server 2000, the
object's owner is the same as the object's schema.

Object schema name This specifies that the name of the object's schema is
the place where the text is searched for.

Parent object definition This specifies that the parent object's definition is the
place where the text is searched for. Note that definition
applies to any object which is SQL programmable (i.e.
views, procedures, functions, triggers).

Parent object name This specifies that the parent object's name is the place
where the text is searched for.

 
The 'Mode' specifies how to look to match the specified text with the selected text from the
object 

Mode Description

begins with This specifies that the source text must begin with the
specified match text.

contains This specifies that the source text must contain the
specified match text.

does not begin with This specifies that the source text must not begin with the
specified match text.



does not contain This specifies that the source text must not contain the
specified match text.

does not end with This specifies that the source text must not end with the
specified match text.

does not match regular
expression

This specifies that the source text must not match the
regular expression that is specified by the match text.
Note that the regular expression must conform to the
standard Microsoft .NET regular expression format.

ends with This specifies that the source text must end with the
specified match text.

is This specifies that the source text must be exactly the
same as the specified match text.

is not This specifies that the source text must not be exactly the
same as the specified match text.

matches regular expression This specifies that the source text must match the regular
expression that is specified by the match text. Note that
the regular expression must conform to the standard
Microsoft .NET regular expression format.
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Schema Inspector

Schema Inspector

Schema Inspector will allow users to view differences between databases and synchronize the schemas
between them. 

Feature Highlights
·    View differences between databases 
·    Synchronize the schemas in two different databases

Table of Contents
·    Comparison Phases

o    Load Data Sources
o    Compare Data Sources
o    View Differences
o    View Action Plan
o    Generate Scripts
o    View Warnings
o    Run Synchronization
o    Process Complete

·    Options

Comparisons are at the heart of Schema Inspector, and they all follow a five step process
 

 
All comparisons have a left and right hand side - these are the data sources. The first two steps in the
process relate to the process of loading the data sources for the left and right hand side, and then
comparing the two. Once that is done, we can choose the objects that we want to Synchronize. After that,
an action plan is created, which details all the steps necessary to synchronize the chosen object,
including any dependencies, and then synchronization can take place.
 
Data sources can be one of three types
·    A live database - This is where the schema is read directly from a database on a server.
·    A snapshot -This is where the schema is read from a file containing a snapshot of the schema

previously saved. This can be useful in many scenarios, for example
o    Comparing with a production environment database without direct access to that production

environment
o    Comparing with a known previous state
o    Re-creating a database schema from a customer site
o    Running a release methodology based on previously published schema

·    Blank - This is where the schema is empty. This is useful for scripting the contents of a database. It
can, conversely, be used to produce drop scripts for every object in a database.

 
There are also a lot of options which control both what differences a comparison will take into account,
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and how the synchronization scripts are generated. Documentation can be generated from a comparison,
both in the form of a differences report (documenting the difference in state between the databases) and a
synchronization report (documenting which objects were synchronized).
 
Before getting started with comparisons, however, we must first create a new comparison scenario.

Create a New Comparison
Open the Schema Inspector from the Pragmatic Workbench.
 

 
There are four pages to the new comparison scenario dialog. On the above page, you simply enter a
name to refer to the comparison scenario. The second and third pages both look very similar:
 

 
On these pages, you can use the tabs at the top to select the style of data source. It can either be a live
database server, a snapshot that you have taken previously, or blank, which represents an empty
database. When using a database, you can select a SQL Server from the drop-down list, or click on the
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"Find Local Servers" button to find any SQL Servers on the local network.
 

 Important Note

Schema Inspector automatically starts a search for local servers when it starts, so it is not necessary to
use the "Find Local Servers" button unless you know a new server has appeared since the application
started, or the dialog is opened before the initial search completes.

 
If you click on "SQL Server Security" then you are given the option to enter a username and password.
You can select a server and click 'OK' in order to profile space usage on the server as a whole, or you can
select a database in order to profile space usage on that single database.
 
When using a snapshot, you select the snapshot file that you wish to use. There are no options for the
blank source. The last page of the dialog provides you with the opportunity to customize the options that
will be used for comparison and generation. The default options are those specified in the preferences
dialog.
 

  
When you have finished configuring your comparison scenario, click on 'Finish' and the comparison will
begin loading.

Comparison documentation can be generated in two forms: Difference documentation and
Synchronization documentation.
Difference documentation is generated from the view differences page of a comparison, and
documents the state of the two data sources, irrespective of what action is being taken to synchronize
them. Difference documentation contains a list of objects in the left hand source only, a list of objects in
the right hand source only, a list of objects that are in both sources that differ (with a list of their
differences) and, optionally, a list of objects that are equivalent. The documentation also contains a list of
the comparison options in use at the time of the comparison.
 
Synchronization documentation is generated from the process complete page of a comparison, and
documents the actions that were taken against two data sources. The documentation includes sections
for directly selected objects as well as dependencies, and documents the DDL that was generated in
order to make the modifications. The documentation also contains a list of the comparison options and
the generation options in use at the time of the comparison.



 
When generating documentation from either location, a dialog similar to the following is shown:
 

 
At the top are buttons to select the type of report that is generated. There are HTML reports, which use
standard HTML files with one topic per page, HTML frame set reports which keep the navigation for the
report in a frame on the left (much like this help) and RTF reports, which can be loaded into many different
editors, and combine all topics into a single document file.
 
The bottom half of the form asks you to specify the destination into which the documentation will be
saved. For both HTML type reports, the destination is a folder, whereas for the RTF style of reporting, the
destination is a file.
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Comparison Phases

Comparison Phases

Table of Contents
·    Load Data Sources
·    Compare Data Sources
·    View Differences
·    View Action Plan
·    Generate Scripts
·    View Warnings
·    Run Synchronization
·    Process Complete
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Load Data Sources

Load Data Sources

While loading data sources, a screen similar to the following is shown. The cancel button can be clicked
on to cancel the process.

 
The next screen shown is the comparing data sources screen.
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Compare Data Sources

Compare Data Sources

While comparing data sources, a screen similar to the following is shown. The cancel button can be
clicked on to cancel the process. 

 
The next screen shown is the view differences screen.
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View Differences

View Differences

Once comparison is complete, the view differences screen is shown. Notice that the differences are
categorized by type. This behavior can be changed by setting the 'group comparison results by type'
option in the preferences dialog. Each type maintains a display of how many entries underneath it are
selected for synchronization.

 

At the top of the display, the names of the two data sources being compared are shown on their
respective left and right hand sides. The arrow points from the source to the target, and the target is
always colored red. To switch the direction of the synchronization, simply click the arrow.
 
To view a list of the differences under any particular type, click the blue arrow on the left of the category.
This shows the individual items
 



 
The check boxes next to each item can be ticked or un-ticked to specify whether that item is included in
the synchronization. To select all or none of the items in a particular category, click on the green tick or red
cross at the right hand side of the category. Clicking on the green tick or red cross of a top-level item (for
example, 'Items only in Database: ...') will select or de-select all items in all categories within that group.
 
Clicking on the Synchronize button will take you to the next screen, the view action plan screen.
 
Clicking on the refresh button will re-load and re-compare the comparison.
 
Clicking on statistics will show the categorized totals of objects, and will look like the following:
 



 
The filter button is split into two parts. Clicking on the left hand part will bring up the filter dialog, discussed
below. Clicking on the right hand part will control whether filtered items are hidden (the default) or whether
they are shown. If they are shown, filtered items appear in gray. A category which only contains filtered
items will also show in gray.
 
Clicking on the settings button brings up the comparison settings dialog, where comparison and
generation options, as well as the comparison name, can be changed.
 
Clicking on the report button will generate a comparison report.
 
Filtering
Clicking on the filter button brings up the filters dialog:
 

 
Here, we can change the mode in which filters apply, and add, edit and remove filters. The filtering system
is exactly the same as is used for object browser filtering, with one minor difference: that the overall filter



mode applies to the complete list of filters, rather than each individual one. Therefore, the overall filter
mode drop down box is not shown when editing filters for use with a comparison scenario.
 
Having added filters to match extended properties and permissions, and set the mode to 'Include only
matching objects' we return to the main display:
 

 
Notice that the filter icon is now gold, to signify active filters. Clicking on the right hand part of the filter
button, and selecting 'Show filtered items' changes the display to the following:
 

 
Notice that the categories which contain no items are grayed, and they also say '0 selected' - showing that
all items in those categories have been deselected. You can, if you wish, expand the items and select
filtered items as you would normally.
 
Filters are saved with the comparison scenario, and will automatically be re-applied next time the
comparison opens. Therefore, if there are specific objects that you wish to ignore every time the
comparison is run, it is beneficial to set up a filter to automatically de-select those objects.
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View Action Plan

View Action Plan

The action plan screen shows a breakdown of the schema modifications that will be performed. At the top
the source is shown on the left, and the target that will be modified is shown on the right.

 
Users can also choose to include object dependencies and to enable output controls. By enabling output
controls, users can choose which objects to include / exclude from the change script.



 Important Note:

Enabling output control allows users to skip individual elements from change scripts. By doing so, users
may end up with a script that is broken. For example, because a dependent object can no longer be
created. Please carefully check any generated scripts.

There is also a drop down list allowing you to select the version of SQL Server that you want the
generated script to run against. This defaults to the server version of the target when using either a
database or a snapshot as the target. When using blank as the target, this defaults to the server version
of the source.
 
To go back to the view differences screen, press the back button.
 
Before synchronizing, a synchronization method must be chosen. You can then click the Synchronize
button to begin the synchronization process. This starts with the generation of scripts.
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Generate Scripts

Generate Scripts

While generating scripts, the following screen is shown. You can click cancel to cancel the process and
go back to the action plan screen.

 
Once the generating scripts process has finished, then the process is complete if using the script
synchronization method. If using either direct or hybrid synchronization, then the next screen is either the
view warnings screen, or the run synchronization screen, depending on whether there were any script
generation warnings or not.
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View Warnings

View Warnings

If running in direct or hybrid synchronization mode, and errors are generated while scripting objects, then
the following screen is shown. In this instance, some of the objects cannot be modified within a
transaction.
 

 
To go back, click the back button. To carry on and run synchronization, click the Synchronize button.
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Run Synchronization

Run Synchronization

While synchronization is running, the following screen is shown. There are no options on this screen. 
 

 When the process is complete, the process complete screen is shown.
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Process Complete

Process Complete

When the process is complete, a screen similar to the following will be shown. In this instance, the
operation completed, but there were some warnings.

To view those warnings, click on the 'Generation Warnings' tab at the top, and a screen similar to the
following will be shown:
 



 
The warnings shown here relate to objects that cannot be created within a transaction. From this screen,
we can also generate a synchronization report, or refresh the comparison.
 
If the synchronization method chosen is either Direct or Hybrid, then there may also be run errors. To view
those, click on the 'Run Errors' tab at the top.
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Options

Options

Comparison Options
The comparison options apply to each comparison performed and specify how the two data sources will
be compared and matched.

Setting Description

Ignore ANSI NULLS Ignores the state of SET ANSI NULLS during comparison for SQL
programmable objects.

Ignore Collation Ignores collation differences

Ignore WITH NOCHECK Ignores WITH NOCHECK on check and foreign key constraints

Ignore Data Space Assignments Ignores the data spaces that objects are assigned to

Ignore IDENTITY Property Ignores columns whereby one is an IDENTITY column and the other is
not

Ignore IDENTITY Seed &
Increment

Ignores columns whereby both are IDENTITY columns but the seed
and/or increment differ

Ignore Nullability Ignores nullability on columns and types

Ignore QUOTED IDENTIFIER Ignores the state of SET QUOTED IDENTIFIER during comparison for
SQL programmable objects.

Ignore Referential Actions Ignores ON UPDATE and ON DELETE clause differences for foreign
keys

Ignore Object Principals Ignores differences in object owning principals

Ignore EXECUTE AS Principals Ignores EXECUTE AS clauses

Ignore Partitioning Ignores differences in partition ordinals on indexes

Ignore SQL Comments Ignores comments in SQL programmable objects

Ignore SQL White Space Ignores white space in SQL programmable objects

Ignore SQL Case Ignores differences in case in SQL programmable objects

Ignore Target Key Indexes Ignores indexes that are used by foreign keys on the referenced table

Use Case Sensitive Matching Causes object name matching to be case sensitive

Ignore Column Length Ignore the specified length of columns

Ignore NOT FOR REPLICATION Causes differences in specification of NOT FOR REPLICATION to be
ignored

Ignore Precision & Scale Ignore the precision and scale of columns

Ignore SCHEMABINDING Ignore the WITH SCHEMABINDING property

Ignore IGNORE DUPLICATE KEY Ignore use of IGNORE DUPLICATE KEY

Ignore Fill Factor Ignore index fill factors

Ignore Index Padding Ignore index padding

Ignore Computed Column
Persistence

Ignore computed columns marked as PERSISTED

Ignore Page/Row Lock Allowances Ignore ‘allow page lock  ̓and ‘allow row lock  ̓settings on indexes



Ignore Schema Collection
Properties

Ignore XML Schema Collection assignments

Ignore Key Ascendancy Ignore key sort orders on indexes

Ignore INCLUDE Columns Ignore INCLUDED columns on indexes

Ignore WITH RECOMPILE Ignore the WITH RECOMPILE clause

Ignore WITH CHECK OPTION Ignore the WITH CHECK OPTION clause

Ignore NULL ON NULL INPUT Ignore the NULL ON NULL INPUT property

Ignore Maximum Queue Readers Ignore the maximum queue readers property on service queues

Ignore Permission Sets Ignore permission differences on assemblies

Ignore Boundary Values Ignore boundary value alignments on partition functions

Ignore Accent Sensitivity Ignore accent sensitivity on full text indexes

Ignore Change Tracking States Ignore change tracking states on full text indexes

Ignore Selected Stoplists Ignore stop list differences on full text indexes

Ignore Service Names Ignore service names on event notifications

Ignore Broker Instances Ignore broker instances on event notifications and routes

Ignore ROWGUIDCOL Properties Ignore the ROWGUIDCOL property

Ignore Column Sparsity Ignore differences in column sparsity

Ignore Data Space Default
Selections

Ignore data space DEFAULT settings

Ignore Full Text Catalog Defaults Ignore full text catalog DEFAULT settings

Find Constraints By Signature
Enable the ability to match constraints by their schema, rather than
their name. This is useful when comparing databases which are using
system-named constraints.

Consider Column Order Consider a table as different if itʼs columns are in a different order

Find Objects In Any Schema Allow objects to be found in other schema if they are not found in the
correct schema.

Ignore Corrected Object Names Ignore object names that are not correct because sp_rename has
been used.

Generation Options
The generation options apply to each synchronization performed and specify how the schema
modification SQL will be generated under various circumstances.

Setting Description

Batch Separator The batch separator that will be emitted between SQL batches in saved
scripts

Use Object Presence Checks Whether to use IF EXISTS and IF NOT EXISTS when generating DDL
SQL

Use Transacted Modification SQL Whether to place schema modifications in a transaction, with rollback
management

Always Specify Collation Whether collation should always be specified, or only specified when it
is different from the database default

Replace User Defined Types With Base
Types

Whether user defined types should be scripted as their base type

Keep Trigger Order Whether trigger order should be preserved

Allow System Named Constraints
Whether system named constraints should be scripted as system
named constraints, or whether they should explicitly use the generated
name of the source constraint

Warn About UNSAFE Assemblies Whether to warn about UNSAFE assemblies



Auto Create Files For File groups Whether to create files for file groups in the default location

Use Online Index Building Whether to use online index rebuilds (only available in Enterprise
Edition)

Emit Warnings In Output SQL Whether to emit the generation warnings in comments with each batch

Emit Table Constraints In-Line Whether to emit check, default, unique and primary key constraints with
their related tables

Fix Object Names Whether to fix object names that have become incorrect through the use
of sp_rename

Rebuild tables when altering assemblies Whether to rebuild tables when altering assemblies.

Synchronization Methods
There are three synchronization methods available in Schema Inspector. These control the method by
which synchronization will occur.

Method Description Available when target is

Direct

Direct synchronization executes the schema  on
the target database. The SQL used for
modification is not saved, though a report can still
be generated.

A database

Script
Script synchronization generates the schema
modifications into a SQL script file, and no
execution is performed.

A database, a snapshot or
blank

Hybrid
Hybrid synchronization executes the schema
modifications directly on the target database,
while also saving them into a SQL script file.

A database
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Schema Inspector Snapshot Tool

Schema Inspector Snapshot Tool

The Schema Inspector Snapshot Tool creates point-in-time copies of database objects in the form of XML
files.  These files can then be compared to other snapshots or live database comparisons to compare
and synchronize schema elements of SQL Server databases.

Using the Snapshot Tool
1.    Set your source for the snapshot. The user may connect to SQL Server using either Windows

Authentication or SQL Server Authority.

2.    After snapshot completes, save the XML file in the location of your choosing.



3.    Confirm creation.

4.    After the snapshot is created, you may use the snapshot within Schema Inspector to compare. The
option to compare using a snapshot as a source is found here:
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Schema Surf

Schema Surf

Schema surfing allows you to visualize the schema of your databases, tracking the dependencies
between the objects even if those dependencies are run-time dependencies. For example, you want to
modify a table, and you need to see which objects rely on that table - including any references by foreign
keys, views, stored procedures, functions and even triggers on other tables.
 
Schema Surf makes it easy for you to achieve this task. Simply create a new surf in the database that you
want to surf, and select the object you're interested in to see a graph of the connected objects. Then, from
there, click on any object in the graph and start to 'surf' the inter-dependencies within your schema. You
can remove and color nodes, and show the script of the highlighted object by right clicking on any node in
the surf graph. You can even export the image of your graph so that you can include it in reports.

Feature Highlights
·    See how objects in a database are related 
·    Generate entity views of objects

To create a new surf you can
·    Use the 'new surf' option on the toolbar or menu
·    Right click on a database in the databases pane and click 'Start Surfing...'
·    Right click on an object in the object browser and click 'Start Surfing...'
·    Open Schema Surf from the Pragmatic Workbench

When opened from within workbench, users will be greeted with the Connect To Database window.

DatabasesPane.html


 

After doing one of those, the schema of the database will be loaded and a new tab will be created. When
starting surfing via the object browser, the object selected will be shown on the surf graph. For the other
methods, the surf graph will be blank, and you will need to select an object.

To change the color of a node, we right click it, and using the 'Color node' option, we can either select a
pre-defined color, or select a user-defined color. As we roll over the colors, the node shows a preview of
itself in that color. If we select one of the 'Color node and dependents' option, then as we roll over the
colors, all nodes that that will be colored show a preview of themselves in that color, as follows:
 



 
There are four dependents options for both the color and remove options:
 
 

Type Description

Immediate Referencing
Dependents

This option acts on the objects that make reference
directly to the currently selected object. For example, a
view might select data from a table.

All Referencing Dependents This option acts on the objects that make either direct or
indirect reference to the currently selected object. For
example, a view might select data from a table, and a
stored procedure might make use of the view. Both the
stored procedure and view reference the table, but the
stored procedure references it indirectly.

Immediate Referenced
Dependents

This option acts on the objects that are directly referenced
by the currently selected object.

All Referenced Dependents This option acts on the objects that are directly or
indirectly referenced by the currently selected object.

 
Similarly to coloring nodes, we can remove nodes simply by right clicking on them. To remove an
individual node, select the 'Remove Node' option. To remove a node and all its dependent nodes, select
one of the 'Remove Node & Dependents' option. Note that the nodes that will be removed are highlighted
with the usual dashed outline as we roll over this option. Individual nodes can also be deleted by selecting
them and pressing the 'Delete' key. When deleting using one of the dependents options, the currently
selected node will never be deleted.
 
To show the SQL DDL script for any object, select the 'Show Script...' option. The script for the object
associated with that node is then shown in a pop-out window.



 
To export an image of a surf graph, use the 'Save Surf Image' option. This brings up the export dialog:
 

 
Here we can enter the width and height (which remain in the correct ratio) and select from BMP, JPEG or
PNG formats. You can load and save surf graphs to disk, and when they are re-loaded then all data is
loaded from the surf graph file. If you want to carry on exploring, then the target database must be
available from the machine.
 
·    To save a surf, simply go to the File menu and select 'Save Surf', or use the save button on the

toolbar.
·    To load a surf, you can select the option from the file menu or toolbar, or you can double click the

surf file or drag it onto the Schema Surf window.
 
Layout Algorithms
During surfing, Schema Surf constantly arranges the nodes in the surf graph according to the currently
specified layout algorithm. This algorithm can be changed by clicking the view tab, then click on the down
arrow on the right hand of the layout button, and you can re-apply a layout by clicking on the left hand side
of the layout button. The default layout algorithm for surf displays can be specified in the 
preferences screen. There are six available algorithms to use in Schema Surf.

Force Directed
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Frequently Asked Questions

Frequently Asked Questions

Pragmatic Workbench Frequently Asked Questions
·    Common Activation Warnings with Pragmatic Workbench
·    How do I activate or upgrade my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?
·    How do I deactivate my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?
·    Why do my icons have a lock in the upper left hand corner?

DBA xPress Frequently Asked Questions
·    What are the required permissions needed by DOC xPress Users?
·    What are the system requirements for DOC xPress to work properly?
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Common Activation Warnings

Common Activation Warnings

This warning is due to license already being activated:

To resolve this, follow the steps below:

1.    Go to your account management located at http://www.pragmaticworks.com

2.    Select the "My Account"

3.    Log In and select the Registered Products Tab

4.    Expand the arrow next to the product you are trying to register and it will list all the following
information, here you will identify the environment identifier and key you would like to deactivate.

http://www.pragmaticworks.com


5.    After looking at this information you find that you can deactivate a license, you can go through the
help page of the Workbench. If that user is no longer with the organization, you can contact Pragmatic
Works Support via email with the Environment Identifier and Environment Key.
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Activating Pragmatic Workbench

How do I activate or update my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?

Product activation occur within the Pragmatic Workbench help tab. This tab manages licensing and
version information. It also provides you with quick access to view local help documentation.

1.    To activate any Workbench product, within workbench, navigate to the help page

2.    For the product you wish to activate, select "Register" or "Modify"

3.    This will launch the Licensing window. There are two ways to activate your product: automatic and
manual activation



o    Automatic Activation: Click "Use an activation key" if you have have an activation key and
access to the internet

o    Manual Activation: Click "Activate manually without Internet connection" if you need help from
the Pragmatic Works' Support staff or do not have access to the internet.

Automatic Activation
4.    If you select "Use an activation key", paste or type the activation key within the provided text box. If its

format is valid, a green check will appear. Click "Activate".



Manual Activation
5.    If you clicked "Activate manually without Internet connection", click the "Copy Details to Clipboard"

button.    

6.    Paste the copied information within an e-mail addressed to support@pragmaticworks.com.

mailto:support@pragmaticworks.com?subject=Manual Activation Request


7.    A Pragmatic Works Support representative will provide you with a manual key. Paste the manual key
within the provided text box and then click "Activate".

8.    Upon activating, the licensing window displays a list of all currently activated products

 Important Note

Upgrading or downgrading your installation is easy. When you get a new key for a different version of the
product, follow the steps above.
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Deactivating Pragmatic Workbench

How do I deactivate my installation of Pragmatic Workbench?

Product deactivation occur within the Pragmatic Workbench help tab. This tab manages licensing and
version information. It also provides you with quick access to view local help documentation.

The licenses for Pragmatic Workbench are per machine. If another machine needs to run Workbench,
then the second machine will also need a license. Alternatively, users can move the license from the old
machine to the new machine. Moving a license requires the user to deactivate the license on the old
machine and then reactivating it on the new machine.

1.    To deactivate any Workbench product, within workbench, navigate to the help page.

2.    Before proceeding, you may wish to copy the activation key. This is helpful when moving the license
from one machine to another. To copy an activation key, click the activation key you wish to copy.



3.    Click the "Deactivate" button for the product you wish to deactivate.

4.    A deactivation window will prompt you for confirmation.  If you wish to deactivate, click "Yes".
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Locks on Icons

Why do my icons have a lock in the upper left hand corner?

If your product is displaying a lock on the upper left hand corner of any of your feature's icons, you need to
purchase an activation of that product. You can do so by visiting www.pragmaticworks.com. If you already
have purchased an activation please see Activating or upgrading your installation for help. You will
generally see this after your trial period has ended and you have yet to activate your product.

As seen here, the icons have locks and are also grayed out.
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Contact Us

4001-B Yancey Road
Charlotte, North Carolina 28217

Phone: (704) 895-6241
Fax: (704) 895-8771

Sales@sentryone.com
Support@sentryone.com

About us:
SentryOne creates unmatched solutions that empower Microsoft data professionals to achieve
breakthrough performance across physical, virtual, and cloud environments. SentryOne products give
customers the capability and confidence to monitor their databases, diagnose performance issues, and
optimize the entire SQL Server estate to provide real business value. The SentryOne team includes more
than 140 employees located in Charlotte, NC, Jacksonville, FL, Salem, NH and Dublin, Ireland.

Company Culture:

Our Mission:
SentryOne empowers the Microsoft data professional to achieve breakthrough data performance across physical, virtual, and cloud
environments.

Our Core Values:
As SentryOne continues to grow, we know that success depends on remaining true to our core values:

Innovation
We create inspired, visionary solutions, and take on challenges that others wonʼt or canʼt.

Quality
We embrace excellence by “getting it right” the first time.

Agility
We respond and adapt quickly to the needs of our clients. 
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